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About Shaykh Atabek Shukurov
(CEO & Founder of Maturidi College)
He was born in Uzbekistan, a country where giants and luminaries of Islamic scholarship, such as Abu
Laith As-Samarqandi ()اﺑﻮﻟﻴﺚ اﻟﺴﻤﺮﻗﻨﺪي, At-Tirmidhi, Imam Al-Bukhari and Imam Abu Mansur Al-Maturdi,
were raised. Shaykh Atabek Shukurov Nasafi began his religious studies at the tender age of ten. He
studied under local scholars such as Shaykh Sayyid Karim Namangany and Shaykh Mohammed Jaan, under
whose guidance he began to memorise the Qur’an.
University, Egypt. During this time his studies included: Sharh Ibn Aqeel with Shaykh Atiyya, Sharh Fiqh alAkbar with Shaykh Adeeb Al-Kallas, Lubab fi Sharh Al-Kitab (also known as Quduri) with Shaykh Abdullah
Rabiah, Aqeeda with Shaykh Saeed Ramadan al-Buti, Risala Qushariyyah with Shaykh Abdul Fatah Bizm,
Hadith with Shaykh Sadiq Darwish, Da’wa with Shaykh Tawfiq al-ButiShaykh Atabek completed his studies
at the age of 21 in various subjects including Arabic Language, Hadith, Fiqh, Usul-ul-Fiqh, Qawaid-ul-Fiqh,
Tafsir and Tajweed at Madrasa Abul Qasim and Jamia Islamia in Uzbekistan. He graduated as a scholar but
to further enrich his knowledge he moved to Syria. In 1998 he resided in the historic city of Damascus
where he continued his studies with some of the finest scholars of our time. He enrolled .four year AlIjaza Al-Alimiyya programme at the Takhassus Institute which is affiliated toon a Al-Azhar
Shaykh’s zeal for learning extended beyond the programme at the Takhassus Institute and he Qatr AlNidah, Thufat Al-Mureed and Mukhtasar Al-Bukhari with Shaykh Rushdi Al-Qalam.focussed his energies on
intensive private lessons with Shaykh Muhammad Adnan Darwish and covered Fath Bab Al-Inaya and the
Muwatta of Imam Malik. He also studied Shudhoor al-Dhab, Sharh
He graduated in 2003 after spending the final year at Al-Azhar University and was given certification by
the Faculty of Theology and Philosophy. However Shaykh Atabek has never stopped the pursuit of
knowledge and can claim more than 80 teachers from amongst the most illustrious of scholars of our
time. The Shaykh went on to teach in prestigious universities across the Middle East before gracing these
shores with his presence.
He is the founder of the Afiya Institute and Academy which seeks to promulgate
authentic traditional Islamic teaching in Europe and is also affiliated with the Deen
Institute which is an English apologetics and Dawah organisation. In 2012 he
established with his students the well known Avicenna Academy which includes;
primary, secondary schools as well as herbal and Islamic schools for adults.
Intriguingly, Sheikh Atabek is also a herbalist with a chain of teachers stretching back
to none other than the iconic Ibn Sina.
Shaykh can be regularly seen on British Muslim TV, channel 835 in which he responds
to viewer’s questions. He is busy composing beneficial works such as the internet
book ‘Towards Understanding Hadith’ in which he clarifies the misconceptions and
misunderstandings of this time. Shaykh Atabek has supervised the translations of
texts that he has himself taught namely The Initiation of Abu Laith As-Samarqandi
and its commentary called the Commentary on the Initiation.
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Introduction to the Course
Maturidi Institute is offering a once in a lifetime opportunity for those seeking to study on the
classical Islamic Scholarship program which is designed to take the seeker from a Foundation
level to an Advanced level in Islamic Scholarship. The program has 2 main options and these
are either the module based learning or study on the basis of the 3 year advisory learning
program. On the flexible module option you have the option of choosing the modules you
want to study at your own pace. This also works for individuals who have previously studied
certain texts / subjects and need to fill in 'gaps' their knowledge or simply for those that are
not willing to go into the broad academia but only want to gain good level of awareness of
specific subject.
On the 3 year advisory program if you have a zeal and thirst for knowledge you can also cover
the 3 years in a shorter time depending on your own pace of learning. You will have control on
the duration and amount of modules you want to take in a given time.
Students will enjoy learning the Islamic Sciences in a flexible program from the comfort of
their homes, in any part of the globe. The 3 years / levels program is designed to produce the
most learned and authentic classical Islamic Scholars in the world ready to face the
academical and philosophical challenges of today. Thereafter, students will have the
opportunity to specialize in their area of interest (eg: Hadith, Theology, Arabic etc). The
sophisticated subjects in the specialist's program have been carefully selected to give a
holistic and deep learning opportunity to the students. It is to further ones level so one can
become a Grammarian or Theologian rather than just an Alim or Alima.
The scholarship program is unique as not only the learning of level 1 or year 1 modules are
offered at zero cost but you can progress at our pace and choose what modules you would
like to study. However please note to gain access to year / level 2 modules you will need to
have completed and passed all year / lesson 1 modules.
The variety of modules are mainly taught by the famous eminent scholar: Shaykh Atabek
Shukurov. This was mainly due to the demand of students wanting to study under the great
Shaykh and achieve their Isnaad (Authentic certificate going through the teacher to the author
of the text).
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Overview of the Scholarship &
Specialism Curriculum
When studying the unique, classical and knowledge-based curriculum of Maturidi Institute, the
student will have the option of not only qualifying as an Alim/Alima (Islamic Scholar) but also
specialising to become a specialist in one or more of the Islamic Sciences, depending on the
students own zeal for knowledge.
Unlike other institutions that will give you a certificate of completion once you have
completed the entire 3 years, Maturidi Institute gives a certificate of completion for each
module studied as well as a sanad (An Authentic Islamic Certificate) for most module texts
studied. This means if the student decides to leave at any given year, with our "individual
module certification" the student still leaves with authentic certification to take with them to
any other institute of learning. The Scholarship and Specailisms program are as follows:
1. Year 1 (Foundation Level)
2. Year 2 (Intermediate Level)
3. Year 3 (Advanced Level)
**AWARDED SCHOLARSHIP**
4. Year 4-5 Choose a Specialism: (Aqeedah, Fiqh, Hadith, Arabic, Quran, Ihsan).
Furthermore, if they decide to finish early and still want to teach, they can do this for the
module/text they have been certified in.
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Options of Study
This course was designed and thought of after considering the various feedback of Shaykh
Atabek's previous students.
THe college has considered the various feedback given by previous students to come up with
study plans suitable for a wide range of people. Studying the Islamic Sciences has never been
easier than this.
There are 2 main options of study you can sign up for:
1) 3 Year Full-Time program.
2) Individual modules

MATURIDI'S

3 YEAR
FULL-TIME
ADVISORY PROGRAM

The 3 Year FT program is developed and
designed by the Shaykh and his team. The
Shaykh used his years of experience in
teaching the Islamic Sciences, the types of
students that usually sign up and the time
it takes to study and digest the subjects.
He then developed the 3 years program.

MATURIDI'S

INDIVIDUAL
MODULE
FLEXIBLE PLAN

The Individual Modules is a flexible
studying option, where the seeker has the
full control on what he/she wants to study
and under what time-frame. This was
developed for those adults who are
wanting to study but at their own pace. It
is also designed for students of knowledge
who have maybe studied some of the
modules before with the Shaykh or others
and want to get an Ijazah/Sanad
(certificate) in the subject.
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Advantages
The overall Cost is cheaper than
choosing the individual modules option.
You will follows a tried and tested
model supporting him to obtain
scholarship in 3 years.
You will be following a tried and tested
program that is advised to study by the
Shaykh.
Obtain graduation at the same time as
other students who have enrolled in the
program.
Each year you will get access to the Live
lessons taught by Shaykh Atabek or the
other teachers of Maturidi Institute.
The restricted time-frame (year by year)
will give you less freedom but more
organisational and time management
skills. As the program will push you to
complete the modules within the year.
Disadvantages
You have less flexibility on modules and
timing of study.
you will only be able to complete the
modules in year 1 before you can move
onto the modules in year 2.
You will only have a academic year
time-frame of when to study the
modules in each year.
You will have less flexibility on when
and how quick or slow you want to
study the modules

Advantages
You will have more flexibilty on the
modules. Choose to complete them
faster or slower. It is entirely your
choice.
No limit on when you can complete the
module once payment is made.
You can delay the payment for Year 1
modules after you have watched the
lectures and when you feel you are
ready for the exam.
You can potentially (depending on your
own zeal) complete the year modules
faster, reducing your time till
qualification.
Disadvantages
The cost per module works out more
than choosing the 3-year plan.
You will have to manage your own time
and commitment to the module to
complete it.
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3 Year Course Modules Overview
Below is an overview of the modules you can study. Remember the modules for Year 1 and
some of Year 2 are available to WATCH FOR FREE. You just need to make sure you have signed
up and created an account beforehand, which is Free to create. You can obtain an
ijazah/sanad for most of the modules. Find out more about a "Sanad" in the What is a Sanad
section.

Year 1 - Foundation
Year One of the Islamic Scholarship program is designed for beginners who are starting their
journey in studying the Islamic Sciences. Nearly all modules in this section are taught by the
eminent scholar Shaykh Atabek Shukurov and have either a "certificate of completion"
and/or a "Sanad" (Authentic Islamic Certificate with a chain of scholars going back to the
author of the text being studied) for each module. Most modules are Pre-recorded, however,
some of them will be Streamed Live (this will be stated next to the module). For the live
streaming modules they will come at an additional cost which will be stated next to the
module itself.
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Note: ALL THE MODULES IN YEAR ONE ARE FREE TO VIEW unless it is a LIVE LESSON. Meaning
you may watch the full lectures for free if you wish. You will just need to REGISTER and create
a FREE ACCOUNT. For certification (Certificate or Ijazah with Isnaad) you will need to take the
exam and pass it for which there is a charge as instructed below.

Year 2 - Intermediate
Year Two of the Islamic Scholarship program is designed for those that have completed and
qualified in Year one. It is a step further for those are wanting to delve deeper into the Islamic
Sciences. Nearly all modules in this section are taught by the eminent scholar Shaykh Atabek
Shukurov and have either a "certificate of completion" and/or a "Sanad" (Authentic Islamic
Certificate with a chain of scholars going back to the author of the text being studied) for each
module. Most modules are Pre-recorded, however, some of them will be Streamed Live (this
will be stated next to the module). For the live streaming modules they will come at an
additional cost which will be stated next to the module itself.

Note: ALL THE MODULES IN YEAR TWO ARE FREE TO VIEW OR WATCH WHEN THE SEEKER HAS
COMPLETED THE CORRESPONDING MODULE IN YEAR ONE. Meaning you may watch the full
lectures for free if you wish. You will just need to have COMPLETED THE PRE-REQUISITE
MODULE in Year One (This will be stated next to the Module). For certification (Certificate or
Ijazah with Isnaad) you will need to take the exam and pass it for which there is a charge as
instructed below.
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Year 3 - Advanced
Year Three of the Islamic Scholarship program is designed for those that have completed and
qualified in Year 1 and 2. It is a step further for those are wanting to delve deeper into the
Islamic Sciences. Nearly all modules in this section are taught by the eminent scholar Shaykh
Atabek Shukurov and have either a "certificate of completion" and/or a "Sanad" (Authentic
Islamic Certificate with a chain of scholars going back to the author of the text being studied)
for each module. Most modules are Pre-recorded, however, some of them will be Streamed
Live (this will be stated next to the module). For the live streaming modules they will come at
an additional cost which will be stated next to the module itself.

Note: ALL THE MODULES IN YEAR THREE ARE FREE TO VIEW OR WATCH WHEN THE SEEKER HAS
COMPLETED THE CORRESPONDING MODULE IN YEAR ONE/TWO. Meaning you may watch the
full lectures for free if you wish. You will just need to have COMPLETED THE PRE-REQUISITE
MODULE in Year One or Two (This will be stated next to the Module). For certification
(Certificate or Ijazah with Isnaad) you will need to take the exam and pass it for which there is
a charge as instructed below.
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About Year 1 - Foundation Level
In this section you will learn more about the individual modules that are being covered in year
one (foundation year of the Alimiyyah course). This will give you a better understanding of the
various Islamic Sciences you will cover throughout the 3 years.
In Year One there are 14 Foundation modules. These are advised to be studied by everyone
regardless if you want to qualify to become an Alim/Alimah (Male/Female Scholar) or if you
just want to know your Deen (religion) to a good level.
Note: The Modules with an Islamic Sanad certification attached to it has a RED BANNER
stating "SANAD / IJAZAH CERTIFICATION" on it. The Modules that are LIVE will have a WHITE
BANNER stating they are "LIVE LESSONS". You must enrol onto these before the Course
Enrolment Deadline if you want to watch them live. After each live session the lesson will be
uploaded onto the portal for you to watch.

Overview of Modules covered in Year 1

MATURIDI AQEEDAH (ISLAMIC THEOLOGY)
MODULE 1.1
FREE TO VIEW & LEARN /
£200 FOR CERTIFICATION
Subject: Aqeedah (Theology)
Unit Title: Maturidi Aqeedah (Islamic Theology)
Duration/Lessons: - +16h / 15 sessions
Playback Type: PRE-RECORDED
Certificate: Yes
Sanad & Ijazah: Yes
Taught by: Shaykh Atabek Shukurov
Course Text: Aqeedah at-Tahawiyyah
Text Author: Imam Abu Ja`far Ahmad ibn Muhammad al-Azdi
at-Tahawi
About: Al Aqeedah at-Tahawiyyah (literally meaning The Creed of Imam Tahawi) is a Theological manuscript written just
a few centuries after the demise of the Prophet (saw), making it one of the oldest books in Aqeedah (Islamic Theology).
Not only is it studied by nearly every group and school of Aqeedah but it also holds tremendous weight in Islamic
Theological arguments. This module will not only give the seeker a chance to delve deep into the Theological arguments
raised in this text but will also have the chance to obtain a Isnaad (Authentic chain of transmission) for this book going
back to Imam Tahawi himself. The book is chosen as the first Aqeedah text to study on the Scholarship as it covers the
Usul ud-deen (Foundations of Aqeedah) exceptionally well and is said to represent the creed of the two main schools of
Sunni Islam (Ashari and Maturidi).
The book coveres the fundamentals of Islamic creed and is broken down and covered in the following areas:
1. Elahiyaat - Issues pertaining to God
2. Nabuwwaat - Issues pertaining to Prophets
3. Sami'aat - Issues pertaining to the Unseen
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FIQH - TAHARAH (LAWS OF CLEANLINESS)
MODULE 1.2
FREE TO VIEW & LEARN /
£120 FOR CERTIFICATION
Subject: Hanafi Fiqh (Jurisprudence)
Unit Title: Tahara (Laws of Cleanliness)
Duration/Lessons: +19h / 28 Lessons
Playback Type: PRE-RECORDED
Certificate: Yes
Sanad & Ijazah: Yes
Taught by: Shaykh Atabek Shukurov
Course Text: Nur ul-Idah
Text Author: Imam Hasan Shurunbulali
About: Nur ul Idah is a classical text on Sacred Law (Fiqh). For generations it has been one of the most widely taught
texts used to transmit reliable rulings on Islamic Law according to the Hanafi school. It is an ample law book, that covers
vast areas of learning. This module will cover the topic of Tahara (purification) from Nur Ul Idah. The book delves deep
into the topic of Taharah to name a few areas that will be covered are: Types of water, Wudhu, Ghusl, Istinja,
Tayammum, Wiping the socks, Menstrual Period, Post-natal Bleeding, Genital discharge and categoreis of filth...
The seeker will not only study this text to a scholarly level, delving deep into the different opinions within the Hanafi
Madhab and in comparison to other madhabs (Shafi'i , Hanbali etc). But they will also but will also have the chance to
obtain a Isnaad (Authentic chain of transmission) for this book going back to Imam Shurunbulali himself. This isnaad is
widely known and will give the permission (ijazah) to the seeker to authentically teach the science of Fiqh to others.
(Note: The seeker must complete all modules of this text (Modules 2-7) to obtain the Ijazah and Isnaad.

FIQH - SALAH (LAWS OF PRAYER)
MODULE 1.3
FREE TO VIEW & LEARN /
£110 FOR CERTIFICATION
Subject: Hanafi Fiqh (Jurisprudence)
Unit Title: Salah (Laws of Prayer)
Duration/Lessons: +33h / +65 Lessons
Playback Type: PRE-RECORDED
Certificate: Yes
Sanad & Ijazah: Yes
Taught by: Shaykh Atabek Shukurov
Course Text: Nur ul-Idah
Text Author: Imam Hasan Shurunbulali
About: Nur ul Idah is a classical text on Sacred Law (Fiqh). For generations it has been one of the most widely taught
texts used to transmit reliable rulings on Islamic Law according to the Hanafi school. It is an ample law book, that covers
vast areas of learning. This module will cover the topic of Salah (Prayer) from Nur Ul Idah. The book delves deep into the
topic of Salah to name a few areas that will be covered are: Fard/Wajibaat/Sunnah of prayer, Adhan, Imamat,
Nullifications of prayer, Travellers salah, Sick persons salah, Eid prayer and many more. The seeker will not only
study this text to a scholarly level, delving deep into the different opinoins within the Hanafi Madhab and in comparison
to other madhabs (Shafi'i , Hanbali etc). But they will also but will also have the chance to obtain a Isnaad (Authentic
chain of transmission) for this book going back to Imam Shurunbulali himself. This isnaad is widely known and will give
the permission (ijazah) to the seeker to authentically teach the science of Fiqh to others.
(Note: The seeker must complete all modules of this text (Modules 2-7) to obtain the Ijazah and Isnaad.

FIQH - JANAZAH (LAWS OF FUNERAL RITES)
MODULE 1.4
FREE TO VIEW & LEARN /
£70 FOR CERTIFICATION
Subject: Hanafi Fiqh (Jurisprudence)
Unit Title: Janazah (Laws of Funeral Rites)
Duration/Lessons: +4h / 8 Lessons
Playback Type: PRE-RECORDED
Certificate: Yes
Sanad & Ijazah: Yes
Taught by: Shaykh Atabek Shukurov
Course Text: Nur ul-Idah
Text Author: Imam Hasan Shurunbulali
About: Nur ul Idah is a classical text on Sacred Law (Fiqh). For generations it has been one of the most widely taught
texts used to transmit reliable rulings on Islamic Law according to the Hanafi school. It is an ample law book, that covers
vast areas of learning. This module will cover the topic of Janazah (Funeral Rites) from Nur Ul Idah. The book delves deep
into the Chapter of Janazah to name a few areas that are covered: Funeral rules, Funeral prayer, The one entitled to
conduct funeral rites, Burial, Deceased and visiting graves...
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FIQH - SAWM (LAWS OF FASTING)
MODULE 1.5
FREE TO VIEW & LEARN /
£95 FOR CERTIFICATION
Subject: Hanafi Fiqh (Jurisprudence)
Unit Title: Sawm (Laws of fasting)
Duration/Lessons: +4h / 7 Lessons
Playback Type: PRE-RECORDED
Certificate: Yes
Sanad & Ijazah: Yes
Taught by: Shaykh Atabek Shukurov
Course Text: Nur ul-Idah
Text Author: Imam Hasan Shurunbulali
About: Nur ul Idah is a classical text on Sacred Law (Fiqh). For generations it has been one of the most widely taught
texts used to transmit reliable rulings on Islamic Law according to the Hanafi school. It is an ample law book, that covers
vast areas of learning. This module will cover the topic of Sawm (Fasting) from Nur ul Idah. The book delves deep into
the Chapter of Sawm to name a few areas that will be covered are:
Types of fasting, Moon sighting, Nullification of fasts, Disliked (makruh) during fasting, Excemption from fasting, I'tikaf,

FIQH - ZAKAT (LAWS OF CHARITY)
MODULE 1.6
FREE TO VIEW & LEARN /
£80 FOR CERTIFICATION
Subject: Hanafi Fiqh (Jurisprudence)
Unit Title: Zakat (Laws of Charity)
Duration/Lessons: +2h / 3 Lessons
Playback Type: PRE-RECORDED
Certificate: Yes
Sanad & Ijazah: Yes
Taught by: Shaykh Atabek Shukurov
Course Text: Nur ul-Idah
Text Author: Imam Hasan Shurunbulali
About: Nur ul Idah is a classical text on Sacred Law (Fiqh). For generations, it has been one of the most widely taught
texts used to transmit reliable rulings on Islamic Law according to the Hanafi school. It is an ample law book, that covers
vast areas of learning. This module will cover the topic of Zakaat (Fasting) from Nur ul Idah. The book delves deep into
the Chapter of Zakaat to name a few areas that will be covered are:
Meaning of Zakat, Obligatory upon whom, Sadaqah, Calculation of Zakat, Nisaab

FIQH - HAJJ & UMRAH (LAWS OF PILGRIMAGE)
MODULE 1.7
FREE TO VIEW & LEARN /
£85 FOR CERTIFICATION
Subject: Hanafi Fiqh (Jurisprudence)
Unit Title: Hajj & Umrah (Laws of Pilgrimage)
Duration/Lessons: +5h / 8 Lessons
Playback Type: PRE-RECORDED
Certificate: Yes
Sanad & Ijazah: Yes
Taught by: Shaykh Atabek Shukurov
Course Text: Nur ul-Idah
Text Author: Imam Hasan Shurunbulali
About: Nur ul Idah is a classical text on Sacred Law (Fiqh). For generations it has been one of the most widely taught
texts used to transmit reliable rulings on Islamic Law according to the Hanafi school. It is an ample law book, that covers
vast areas of learning. This module will cover the topic of Hajj & Umrah (Pilgrimage) from Nur ul Idah. The book delves
deep into the Chapter of Hajj&Umrah to name a few areas that will be covered are:
Conditions that render Hajj Compulsory, Wajibaat of Hajj, Sunan of Hajj, Pillars of Hajj, Umrah, Ihram, Tamattu, Hadyi,
Visiting Tombs.
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SEERAH: PART 1 (BIRTH - PROPHETHOOD)
MODULE 1.8
FREE TO VIEW & LEARN /
£75 FOR CERTIFICATION
Subject: Seerah (Prophetic Life)
Unit Title: Seerah: Part 1 (Birth - Prophethood)
Duration/Lessons: 6 Lessons / 7 Hours
Playback Type: PRE-RECORDED
Certificate: Yes
Sanad & Ijazah: Yes
Taught by: Shaykh Atabek Shukurov
Course Text: A combination of various texts
Text Author: A combination of various authors
About: The study of Islam is incomplete without studying about the one who found and established it. Knowledge of the
Prophetic Biography (Seerah) is necessary for every Muslim and sharing it with everyone is a responsibility. This subject
is broken down into 3 modules. One covered in each year of the scholarship program. The 3 modules are:
1. Before Birth - Prophethood, 2. Prophethood - Migration to Madinah, 3. Migration to Madinah - Death.
In this first module you will cover the Prophetic life from "Before Birth till Prophethood". The Shaykh covers Seerah in a
unique style where he looks at the arguments from the orentalists and gives rational rebuttals to the points made on
why RasoolAllah (saw) is a Messenger of God. You will also cover the various differences of opionion from the Maturidi
and Ashari perspectives on certain matters of Seerah, such as the opinion held by Asharis that RasoolAllah (saw) became
a Prophet at the age of 40, whereas the Maturidi opinion being that he was a Prophet before the creation of Adam (as).

SCIENCE OF HADITH
MODULE 1.9
FREE TO VIEW & LEARN /
£150 FOR CERTIFICATION
Subject: Hadith
Unit Title: Science of Hadith
Duration/Lessons: +3h
Playback Type: PRE-RECORDED
Certificate: Yes
Sanad & Ijazah: Yes
Taught by: Shaykh Atabek Shukurov
Course Text: Al-Manzoomah al-Bayquniyyah
Text Author: Imam Umar TaHa bin Fatuh al-Bayquni
About: Matn Al-Bayquniyyah fi Mustalah Al-Hadith ( )ﻣﺘﻦ اﻟﺒﻴﻘﻮﻧﻴﺔ ﻓﻲ ﻋﻠﻢ ﻣﺼﻄﻠﺢ اﻟﺤﺪﻳﺚis an amazing timeless primer in poetry form
which mentions the various classification of hadith. It is a 34 line rhythmic text in the form of poetry which was authored to
introduce the hadith sciences to those who do not have prior knowledge of it. It has a broad scope, although in brief format,
making it an ideal introductory text for students of knowledge who wish to learn sciences of hadith. This matn is generally
memorized because it contains the essential hadith terminologies like ghareeb, sahih, mursal, marfoo and so on. Its rhythmic
nature makes it easy to memorize the entire matn. This Matn Al-Bayquniyyah is learned by students of knowledge prior to moving
to much detailed texts such as Ikhtisaar Uloom al-hadith by Ibn Kathir or Nukhbatul al-fikr by Ibn Hajar. It is vital for everyone
irrespective of which faculty one may want to excel in like fiqh, tafseer, aqeedah etc.

HADITH ARBAYN (40 HADITH ON THE END
TIMES)
MODULE 1.10
FREE TO VIEW & LEARN /
£120 FOR CERTIFICATION
Subject: Hadith
Unit Title: Science of Hadith
Duration/Lessons: - 5 Lessons / +5h
layback Type: PRE-RECORDED
Certificate: Yes
Sanad & Ijazah: Yes
Taught by: Shaykh Atabek Shukurov
Course Text: Al-Manzoomah al-Bayquniyyah
Text Author: Imam Umar TaHa bin Fatuh al-Bayquni
About: There are many Ahadith (narrations) on the topic of Yowm-ul-Qiyamah (Day of Judgement). Abu Musa Al-Ashari (may Allah
be pleased with him) narrates that the Messenger of Allah (saw) said, “The hour shall not come until the Quran is dishonoured,
Islam has become strange and until rancour spreads between people.” This module will study Hadith like this and others where the
Prophet (saw) has spoken about the Day of Reckoning
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AKHLAAQ: HONORABLE CONDUCT
MODULE 1.11
£250 TO VIEW & FOR CERTIFICATION
Subject: Ihsan (Spirituality)
Unit Title: Akhlaaq (Honorable Conduct)
Duration/Lessons: +30 lessons
Playback Type: LIVE (every Tues)
Certificate: Yes
Sanad & Ijazah: Yes
Taught by: Shaykh Atabek Shukurov
Course Text: Ta'alim al Muta'alim
Text Author: Imam Burhan-ul-Islam az-Zarnuji
About: Akhlaaq is a very popular module amongst students, as they learn the knowledge that opens the keys to success
in the field of Islamic Sciences. Students can relate to the guidance and advice in the course text. They learn about the
high moral conduct a Muslim, but even more a student of sacred knowledge should have. Imam Malik (ra) says "We
studied Akhlaaq for 30 years and Fiqh for 1 year", which shows the importance put on this subject. Shaykh Atabek says
the key to every subject is Akhlaaq. A must subject for any student of knowledge.

ARABIC VOCAB L1
MODULE 1.12
£225 TO VIEW & FOR CERTIFICATION
Subject: Arabic
Unit Title: Arabic Vocab L1
Duration/Lessons: +30 Lessons
Playback Type: LIVE (every Tues)
Certificate: Yes
Sanad & Ijazah: No
Taught by: Ustadah Sonia
Course Text: Ash-Shifahiyyah
Text Author: Shaykh Ahmed Maqsoodi
About: Matn Al-Bayquniyyah fi Mustalah Al-Hadith ( )ﻣﺘﻦ اﻟﺒﻴﻘﻮﻧﻴﺔ ﻓﻲ ﻋﻠﻢ ﻣﺼﻄﻠﺢ اﻟﺤﺪﻳﺚis an amazing timeless primer in poetry form
which mentions the various classification of hadith. It is a 34 line rhythmic text in the form of poetry which was authored to
introduce the hadith sciences to those who do not have prior knowledge of it. It has a broad scope, although in brief format,
making it an ideal introductory text for students of knowledge who wish to learn sciences of hadith. This matn is generally
memorized because it contains the essential hadith terminologies like ghareeb, sahih, mursal, marfoo and so on. Its rhythmic
nature makes it easy to memorize the entire matn. This Matn Al-Bayquniyyah is learned by students of knowledge prior to moving
to much detailed texts such as Ikhtisaar Uloom al-hadith by Ibn Kathir or Nukhbatul al-fikr by Ibn Hajar. It is vital for everyone
irrespective of which faculty one may want to excel in like fiqh, tafseer, aqeedah etc.

ARABIC SARF (MORPHOLOGY) L1
MODULE 1.13
£225 TO VIEW & FOR CERTIFICATION
Subject: Arabic
Unit Title: Arabic Sarf L1
Duration/Lessons: +30 Lessons
Playback Type: LIVE (every Tues)
Certificate: Yes
Sanad & Ijazah: Yes
Taught by: Ustadah Sonia
Course Text: Ilm Seegah
Text Author: Various authors
About: Sarf is the subject of Arabic Morphology or Derivation. It describes the science of finding different variations of any word
(the act of deriving) based on word-forms or patterns. Finding the root form of a word is a neccessary skill as this is the manner by
which Arabic lexicons are compiled. The course is taught using notes and teaching materials written by Shaykh Atabek.
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ARABIC NAHW (GRAMMAR) L1
MODULE 1.14
£225 TO VIEW & FOR CERTIFICATION
Subject: Arabic
Unit Title: Arabic Nahw L1
Duration/Lessons: +30 Lessons
Playback Type: LIVE (every Tues)
Certificate: Yes
Sanad & Ijazah: Yes
Taught by: Ustadah Sonia
Course Text: Ilm Seegah
Text Author: Various authors
About: Nahw is the name given to Arabic Grammar. It pertains to the study of knowing the rules and conditions that
determine a words ending and how or when the endings of words change from a particular ending to another. This is an
essential module as no student of Arabic can do without knowledge of Nahw. In year 2 the seeker will advance onto a
higher level text in the subject of Nahw.

How will you be assessed?
In the Scholarship program each module will be assessed separately, regardless of its size or
duration. This is because each module holds a certificate and/or Isnaad (Sanad) to the text
studied. Once you complete the module(s) you have chosen then you will either be assessed
by: 1.Exam or 2.Assignment need to take the exam or complete the assignment. All
assignments and Exams are taken on the same day. If you turn to the calendar you will see the
Exam Date and the Assignment due date.

Exams Assessment
You must take the exam on the prescribed days, as all exams are timed and sent out online
with a restricted time limit on them. Once opened the exam will start and so will the timer so
you need to make sure you are in an appropriate location, with no distractions so you can
take this exam without hesitation.
Most modules in the 3 years will be assessed through a timed exam.
The Pass mark for most Exams will be 50% unless stated otherwise.
The Ijazah mark (mark required for a Sanad/Isnaad) for most exams will be 75% unless stated
otherwise.

Assignment Assessment procedure
There are some modules that will be assessed through an academical assignment rather
than an exam. This is done to test the student's knowledge and understanding as well as
improve the students academic writing skills. Unfortunately, Muslims and Islamic Scholars
today are not writing nearly enough on the analysis of religion and topics related to it.
Alhamdulillah, we have many speakers and orators that will excite the audiences with
emotional talks, but in the field of academia, we lack as an Ummah.
In Year 1 you are required to write 1 assignment of +1000 words and in Year 2; 2
assignments of similar word count. In Year 3 you will be required to submit a research paper
of +5000 words that will be done on a topic of your choice related to an accumulation of the
sciences and knowledge covered the 3 years.
For the requirements of each assignment visit the student portal or website for more info.
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About Year 2 - Intermediate Level
In this section, you will learn more about the individual modules that are being covered year
two (Intermediate year of the Alimiyyah course). This will give you a better understanding of
the various Islamic Sciences you will cover throughout the 3 years.
In Year Two there are 10 Intermediate modules. These are to be studied once you have
completed the Modules in Year One. These will also need to be completed if you want to
qualify to become an Alim/Alimah (Male/Female Scholar) or if you just want to know your
Deen deeper.
Note: The Modules with an Islamic Sanad certification attached to it has a RED BANNER
stating "SANAD / IJAZAH CERTIFICATION" on it. The Modules that are LIVE will have a WHITE
BANNER stating they are "LIVE LESSONS". You must enrol onto these before the Course
Enrolment Deadline if you want to watch them live. After each live session the lesson will be
uploaded onto the portal for you to watch.

Overview of Modules covered in Year 2

ADV MATURIDI AQEEDAH (THEOLOGY)
MODULE 2.1
£250 TO VIEW & FOR CERTIFICATION
Subject: Aqeedah (Theology)
Unit Title: Adv Maturidi Aqeedah (Islamic Theology)
Duration/Lessons: +14h30 / 25 Lessons
Playback Type: PRE-RECORDED
Certificate: Yes
Sanad & Ijazah: Yes
Taught by: Shaykh Atabek Shukurov
Course Text: Al-Aqaid an-Nasaffiyah
Text Author: Imam Abu Hafs an-Nasafi
About: Al-Aqāid An-Nasafiyyah was written by Imām Abu Hafs Umar bin Muhammad An-Nasafi. He was from the people of
Samarqand and authored the tarikh of Samarqand. He was an expert in many sciences, he authored over a hundred books on the
subjects of hadith, Tafsir, and Shurut. He authored around 100 books in Hanafi jurisprudence, theology, Quran exegesis, Hadith
and history. One of his famous books is Al-Aqeedah al-Nasafiyya in Sunni Islam creed.This short tract has been highly praised by all
the scholars for its brevity, accuracy and completeness. Some 25 commentaries have been written on it. One of the most popular
was the commentary written by S’ad ud-Din Taftazaani (d. 793 AH). Since then, it has been taught in Islamic schools and seminaries
throughout the world, particularly in Central and South Asia. It is considered an advanced book in the field of Maturidi Aqeedah.
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ASHARI AQEEDAH (THEOLOGY)
MODULE 2.2
£250 TO VIEW & FOR CERTIFICATION
Subject: Aqeedah (Theology)
Unit Title: Ashari Aqeedah (Islamic Theology)
Duration/Lessons: +18h / 24 Lessons
Playback Type: PRE-RECORDED
Certificate: Yes
Sanad & Ijazah: Yes
Taught by: Shaykh Atabek Shukurov
Course Text: Al Jawhara al Tawhid
Text Author: Imam Ibrahim al-Laqani al-Maliki
About: This course is designed to provide students with an introduction to the Creed of Ahl as-Sunna wa al-Jama’a according to the
methodology of the Ash’ari school. The book is divided onto Ilahiyat, Nubuwiyat and Sam’iyat, the tenets of belief related to Allah,
the Messengers and the Hereafter and its rational and textual proofs, according to thr Ashari School. The book studied (Al Jawhara)
has over 140+ points related to Aqeedah. Shaykh Atabek goes over the different points and also does a comparison between the
Maturidi school and other non-sunni schools such as the Mutazilla.

HANAFI FIQH - MUAMALAAT (TRANSACTIONS)
MODULE 2.3
340 TO VIEW & FOR CERTIFICATION
Subject: Hanafi Fiqh (Jurisprudence)
Unit Title: Muamalaat (Transactions)
Duration/Lessons: +50 Lessons
layback Type: PRE-RECORDED
Certificate: Yes
Sanad & Ijazah: Yes
Taught by: Shaykh Atabek Shukurov
Course Text: Mukhtasar al Quduri
Text Author: Imam Ibn Muhammad al Quduri
About: This course deals with the subject of commercial transactions and is applicable to anyone who has ever bought or sold an
item (i.e. everyone of us). The term Mukhtasar denotes anything of a summary or abridged nature. The Mukhtasar al Quduri has
been taught for centuries in religious schools and institutes across the Muslim world as one of the main foundational manuals of
fundamental Hanafi knowledge. It is one of the classical books of the Hanafi Madhab. for over a thousand years. It addresses
approximately 12,500 issues. With detailed explanation, engaging discussion and elaboration, Shaykh Atabek ensures that the
students gain a firm understanding of the subject and student is aware of the Shariah conditions of sale, Invalid transcations,
Option of Stipulated Contract, Riba (interest, Advance payments, Pawning, etc.

HANAFI MUSTALAH UL-HADITH
MODULE 2.4
250 TO VIEW & FOR CERTIFICATION
Subject: Usul (Principles)
Unit Title: Hanafi Mustalah ul-Hadith (Principles of Testing
Hadith)
Duration/Lessons: +TBC
layback Type: PRE-RECORDED
Certificate: Yes
Sanad & Ijazah: Yes
Taught by: Shaykh Atabek Shukurov
Course Text: Hanafi Principles of Testing Hadith & Classical
Texts.
Text Author: Shaykh Atabek Shukurov
About: Mustalah ul-Hadith is the science set up by our predecessors and schools of thought. The principles were set up of what to
do with Hadith. This difference in the methodology of the different schools of thought results in the difference between their
theology and jurisprudence. If you are one of those who have read many traditions attributed to the Prophet Muhammad (saw)
and are left confused because the hadith seems odd or defying logic, then this module is the module for you to study. It delves into
the Hanafi methodology or principles of testing hadith, which is a methodology based on Quran and Logic. For centuries, in nearly
all Hanafi institutes around the world, Shafi'i Mustalah has been taught instead of Hanafi Mustalah. This lecture explains why the
science has been lost and disregarded. It is a revival of Hanafi Mustalah.
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HADITH ARBAYN (EXEGESIS)
MODULE 2.5
£150 TO VIEW & FOR CERTIFICATION
Subject: Hadith
Unit Title: Hadith Arbayn - 40 Hadith on Imam Mahdi
Duration/Lessons: +5h50mins / 45 Lessons
Playback Type: PRE-RECORDED
Certificate: Yes
Sanad & Ijazah: Yes
Taught by: Shaykh Atabek Shukurov
Course Text: Forty Hadith on Imam Mahdi
Text Author: Shaykh Abu Nu'aym al Asbahani
About: There are many Ahadith (narrations) on the personality of Sayyiduna Imam Mahdi Al-Ashari. 40 Hadith on Imam Mahdi is a
Arba'een text written by Shaykh Abu Nu'aym al Asbahani. The text delves deep into the different narrations mentioned by
RasoolAllah (saw) on the personality and appearance of the chosen Imam Mahdi (as). The personality of the Mahdi will be immense
and beautiful. The Prophet once said to Ali (as) regarding the personality of the Mahdi ‘The Mahdi is one of us, a member of my
family. Allaah will guide him in a single night.’". But what does it mean to be guided in one night? And is it not that he will know he
is the Mahdi? Many questions stem from one hadith. This is why hadith exegesis or analysis is important. The Shaykh (Atabek) will
go over the 40 hadith transmitted in the book of Shaykh Abu Nuaym Al Asbahani and explain them using logic and theological
arguments. He will relate issues in the world today and relate them to the prophesies mentioned about the Mahdi in Hadith.

SEERAH: PART 2 (PROPHETHOOD MIGRATION)
MODULE 2.6
£100 TO VIEW & FOR CERTIFICATION
Subject: Seerah (Prophetic Life)
Unit Title: Seerah: Part 2 (Prophethood - Migration)
Duration/Lessons: +18h / 15 Lessons
Playback Type: PRE-RECORDED
Certificate: Yes
Sanad & Ijazah: Yes
Taught by: Shaykh Atabek Shukurov
Course Text: A combination of various texts
Text Author: A combination of various authors
About: The study of Islam is incomplete without studying about the one who found and established it. Knowledge of the
Prophetic Biography (Seerah) is necessary for every Muslim and sharing it with everyone is a responsibility. This subject
is broken down into 3 modules. In this Second module you will cover the Prophetic life from "Prophethood - Migration".
The Shaykh covers Seerah in a unique style where he looks at the arguments from the orentalists and gives rational
rebuttals to the points made on why RasoolAllah (saw) is a Messenger of God. You will also cover the various differences
of opionion from the Maturidi and Ashari perspectives on certain matters of Seerah, such as the opinion held by Asharis
that RasoolAllah (saw) became a Prophet at the age of 40, whereas the Maturidi opinion being that he was a Prophet
before the creation of Adam (as).

PRINCIPLES OF BIDDAH
MODULE 2.7
FREE TO VIEW & LEARN /
£85 FOR CERTIFICATION
Subject: Usul (Principles)
Unit Title: Principles of Biddah
Duration/Lessons: +6h / 6 Lessons
Playback Type: PRE-RECORDED
Certificate: Yes
Sanad & Ijazah: Yes
Taught by: Shaykh Atabek Shukurov
Course Text: Biddah in Islam
Text Author: Shaykh Atabek Shukurov
About: This module will cover a book compiled by Shaykh Atabek on the topic of Biddah (innovation in Islam). One of the
most misunderstood topics within Islam. The Shaykh uses evidence from Quran, references to Hadith and other manuals
of Fiqh and Usul ofIllustriouss Imams of every school to show the definition of Biddah according to our predecessors.
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FUTUWWA (SUFI CHIVALRY)
MODULE 2.8
£120 TO VIEW & FOR CERTIFICATION
Subject: Ihsan (Spirituality)
Unit Title: Futuwwa (Sufi Chivalry)
Duration/Lessons: +5h /5 sesssionss
Playback Type: LIVE
Certificate: Yes
Sanad & Ijazah: Yes
Taught by: Shaykh Atabek Shukurov
Course Text: Futuwwa
Text Author: Shaykh Abu Abdur Rahman Al Sulami
About: .Abu Abdur Rahman Sulami (936 AD - 1026 AD) was a highly respected Sufi saint and Scholar of the 10th Century. He
compiled this book Futuwwa - The way of Sufi Chivalry’ as a guide to enlightened behavior for the spiritual aspirant. Sulami records
accounts and teachings of spiritual masters as well as tales and quotations from the Quran and Hadith. The teachings reveal the
true meaning of compassion, love, friendship, generosity, and hospitality, as well as the right actions associated with these virtues.
According to the Sufis, Futuwwah is a code of honorable behavior that follows the example of the prophets, saints, and sages. By
adhering to its precepts, the student learns detachment from the ego. In this lecture, the Shaykh gives a commentary on the
beautiful pages of the book with stories from Quran, Hadith and real life accounts he experienced in his own life as well as those
sat in the audience.

ARABIC VOCAB L2
MODULE 2.9
£225 TO VIEW & FOR CERTIFICATION
Subject: Arabic
Unit Title: ArabiVocab L2
Duration/Lessons: +30 sessions
Playback Type: LIVE (2019-20)
Certificate: Yes
Sanad & Ijazah: No
Taught by: Ustada Sonia
Course Text: Ash-Shifahiyyah
Text Author: Shaykh Ahmed Maqsoodi
About: The Arabic Language module is based on the study of a text by Shaykh Ahmed Maqsoodi known as Shifahiyyah. This text
covers a detailed study of Traditional Arabic (Fus'ha) vocabulary with particular focus on the Quranic and Hadith language style
and words. Students learn to construct basic equational sentences and progress quite rapidly and organically to descriptive verb
and noun sentences. The text has been studied by Shaykh Atabek himself in his classical Islamic studies during his early years in
Uzbekistan and was the foundation to the mastery of the langauge for him.

ARABIC NAHW L2
MODULE 2.10
£225 TO VIEW & FOR CERTIFICATION
Subject: Arabic
Unit Title: ArabiVocab L2
Duration/Lessons: +30 sessions
Playback Type: LIVE (2019-20)
Certificate: Yes
Sanad & Ijazah: No
Taught by: Ustada Sonia
Course Text: Ajrumiyyah
Text Author: Berber Abu 'Abd Allah Sidi Muhammad ibn Da'ud
as-Sanhaji
About: Al-Muqaddimah al-Ajurrumiyyah fi Mabadi’ Ilm al-Arabiyyah is a classical 13th Century Arabic manual on the topic of Nahw
(Grammar). Written in verse for easy memorization, it formed the foundation of a beginner's education in Classical Arabic learning
in Arab societies of the time and was one of the first books to be memorized after the Qur'an along with the Alfiya. It was written
by the Moroccan Scholar. The "Ājrūmīya" is a well-known and useful compendium of Arabic Syntax. It is regarded by the Arabs
themselves as a standard educational work
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About Year 3 - Advanced Level
In this section you will learn more about the individual modules that are being covered in year
one (foundation year of the Alimiyyah course). This will give you a better understanding of the
various Islamic Sciences you will cover throughout the 3 years.
In Year Three there are 10 Advanced modules. These are to be studied once you have
completed the Modules in Year Two. These will also need to be completed if you want to
qualify to become an Alim/Alimah (Male/Female Scholar) or if you just want to know your
Deen deeper.
Note: The Modules with an Islamic Sanad certification attached to it has a RED BANNER
stating "SANAD / IJAZAH CERTIFICATION" on it. The Modules that are LIVE will have a WHITE
BANNER stating they are "LIVE LESSONS". You must enrol onto these before the Course
Enrolment Deadline if you want to watch them live. After each live session the lesson will be
uploaded onto the portal for you to watch.

Overview of Modules covered in Year 3

MATURIDI VS ASHARI AQEEDAH (ISLAMIC
THEOLOGY)
MODULE 3.1
£200 TO VIEW & FOR CERTIFICATION
Subject: Aqeedah (Theology)
Unit Title: Maturidi Vs Ashari Aqeedah (Islamic Theology)
Duration/Lessons: - +4h / 5 sessions
Playback Type: PRE-RECORDED
Certificate: Yes
Sanad & Ijazah: Yes
Taught by: Shaykh Atabek Shukurov
Course Text: Ikhtilaaf al Maturidiyyah wa Asha'ira (The
Differences between the Maturidis and Asharis)
Text Author: Imam ibn Kamal Pasha (1468–1536)
About: This module is not for the beginner or intermediate student of Theology (Aqeedah). But rather it is a module
designed and taught to advanced students of Theology. Not only does it delve into the underlying differences in
principles between the two main schools of the Ahle Sunnah wal Jam'a (Sunni Islam), but it also gives an insight of why
those differences may have occured between the Asharis and Maturidi schools. Before taking this module the seeker
will have a good understanding of the two schools of Theology and should have studied at least one major text from
each school. Ibn Kamal Pasha (1468–1536), the author of the text was an Ottoman historian, Sheikh ul-Islam, lawyer and
poet. He authored around 200 works in various languages and sciences of Islam. His work on Aqeedah is famously
known among the theological students.
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KUFR & SHIRK (PRINCIPLES OF DISBELIEF &
POLYTHEISM)
MODULE 3.2
£90 TO VIEW & FOR CERTIFICATION
Subject: Aqeedah (Theology)
Unit Title: Kufr & Shirk (Principles of Disbelief & Polytheism)
Duration/Lessons: +5h / 4 Lessons
Playback Type: PRE-RECORDED
Certificate: Yes
Sanad & Ijazah: No
Taught by: Shaykh Atabek Shukurov
Course Text: Various Books
Text Author: Various Authors
About: Kufr (disbelief) and Shirk (Polytheism) are two terms so widely used by Muslims today. It is famously known that our
predecessors rarely applied this term on their Muslim counterparts, but we find ourselves today faced with many groups and
individuals applying "kufr" and "shirk" on one another like it is just an easy-going word. Shaykh Atabek delves into the many
definitons of the terms and then what the Quranic, Hadithi and Fiqhi definition is of these two terms.

HANAFI FIQH - NIKAH (MARRIAGE)
MODULE 3.3
250 TO VIEW & FOR CERTIFICATION
Subject: Hanafi Fiqh (Jurisprudence)
Unit Title: Nikah (Marriage)
Duration/Lessons: +12h / 17 sessions
layback Type: PRE-RECORDED
Certificate: Yes
Sanad & Ijazah: Yes
Taught by: Shaykh Atabek Shukurov
Course Text: Al Hidayah fi Sharh Bidayat al-Mubtadi
Text Author: Shaykh Burhan al-Din al-Farghani al-Marghinani
About: This module will cover the topic of Nikha (Marriage) from the Chapter of Nikah in Al Hidayah. The book delves deep into the
topic of Nikah and covers areas such as: Rights of the husband, rights of the wife, required witnesses, contract of marriage, haq
maher etc. The book is a famous classsical manual written by one of the greatest Jurists (Faqih) of the Hanafi world. The seeker
will not only study this text to a scholarly level, delving deep into the different opinions within the Hanafi Madhab and in
comparison to other madhabs (Shafi'i, Hanbali etc). But the teacher will also give the Mutamat (strongest) opinion alongside the
weaker ones of the madhab from Imaam Abu Hanifa (ra) and his main students..

HANAFI FIQH - TALAQ (DIVORCE)
MODULE 3.4
250 TO VIEW & FOR CERTIFICATION
Subject: Hanafi Fiqh (Jurisprudence)
Unit Title: Talaq (Divorce)
Duration/Lessons: +9h / 14 sessions
layback Type: PRE-RECORDED
Certificate: Yes
Sanad & Ijazah: Yes
Taught by: Shaykh Atabek Shukurov
Course Text: Al Hidayah fi Sharh Bidayat al-Mubtadi
Text Author: Shaykh Burhan al-Din al-Farghani al-Marghinani
About: This module will cover the topic of Talaq (Divorce) from the Chapter of Talaq in Al Hidayah. The book delves deep into the
topic of Talaq and covers areas such as: What constitutes divorce, iddat (waiting period), three talaqs, etc. The book is a famous
classical manual written by one of the greatest Jurists (Faqih) of the Hanafi world. The seeker will not only study this text to a
scholarly level, delving deep into the different opinions within the Hanafi Madhab and in comparison to other madhabs (Shafi'i,
Hanbali etc). But the teacher will also give the Muta'mat (strongest) opinion alongside the weaker ones of the madhab from Imaam
Abu Hanifa (ra) and his main students
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HADITH EXEGESIS (RIYADH-US-SALIHEEN)
MODULE 3.5
£250 TO VIEW & FOR CERTIFICATION
Subject: Hadith
Unit Title: Hadith Exegesis (Riyadh-us-Saliheen)
Duration/Lessons: TBC
Playback Type: LIVE (2020)
Certificate: Yes
Sanad & Ijazah: Yes
Taught by: Shaykh Atabek Shukurov
Course Text: Mukhtasar of Riyad us-saliheen (Selected
chapters of the Meadows of the Righteous)
Text Author: Imam Nawawi
About: Riyadh-us-Saliheen (The Meadows of the Righteous also referred to as The Gardens of the Righteous) is one of the most
famous works on the compilation of verses from the Qur'an supplemented by hadith narratives written by Al-Nawawi from
Damascus. This amazing work organises the Narrations or Hadith into sections relating to different subjects. To name a few:
Travelling, Eating, Hajj, I'tikaaf, Knowledge, Dhikr and many more. This module will cover a select few (mukhtasar) narrations from
the book, allowing for the Hadith's to be covered in good depth and commentary (Tafseer). The Arabic and English translation of
the book can be found on the following link: https://sunnah.com/riyadussaliheen

PRINCIPLES OF TASAWWUF (SPIRITUALITY
MODULE 3.6
250 TO VIEW & FOR CERTIFICATION
Subject: Ihsan (Spirituality)
Unit Title: Principles of Tasawwuf
Duration/Lessons: TBC
Playback Type: LIVE (2020)
Certificate: Yes
Sanad & Ijazah: Yes
Taught by: Shaykh Atabek Shukurov
Course Text: Risalah Qushairiyyah
Text Author: Imam Abu'l-Qasim al-Qushairi
About: The book covers the principles of Ihsan/ (also known as: Tasawwuf, Sufism, Islamic Mysticism, Inner dimensions of Islam).
Written in 437/1045, Al-Qushayri's Epistle on Sufism has served as a primary textbook for many generations of Sufi novices down
to the present. The book gives an illuminating insight into the everyday lives of Sufi devotees of the 8th-11th centuries C.E. and the
moral and ethical dilemmas they were facing in trying to strike a delicate balance between their ascetic and mystical convictions
and the exigencies of life in a society governed by rank, wealth, and military power.. In Al-Qushayri's Epistle on Sufism, these and
many other Sufi motifs are illustrated by the anecdotes and parables that show al-Qushayri's fellow Sufis in a wide variety of
contexts: suffering from hunger and thirst in the desert, performing pilgrimage to Mecca,

SEERAH: PART 3 (MIGRATION - DEATH)
MODULE 3.7
FREE TO VIEW & LEARN /
£100 FOR CERTIFICATION
Subject: Seerah (Prophetic Life)
Unit Title: Seerah: Part 3 (Migration - Prophethood)
Duration/Lessons: +12h / +10 Lessons
Playback Type: PRE-RECORDED
Certificate: Yes
Sanad & Ijazah: Yes
Taught by: Shaykh Atabek Shukurov
Course Text: A combination of various texts
Text Author: A combination of various authors
About: The study of Islam is incomplete without studying about the one who found and established it. Knowledge of the
Prophetic Biography (Seerah) is necessary for every Muslim and sharing it with everyone is a responsibility. This subject
is broken down into 3 modules. In this third module you will cover the Prophetic life from "Migration - Death". The
Shaykh covers Seerah in a unique style where he looks at the arguments from the orentalists and gives rational rebuttals
to the points made on why RasoolAllah (saw) is a Messenger of God. You will also cover the various differences of
opionion from the Maturidi and Ashari perspectives on certain matters of Seerah, such as the opinion held by Asharis
that RasoolAllah (saw) became a Prophet at the age of 40, whereas the Maturidi opinion being that he was a Prophet
before the creation of Adam (as).
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USUL UL-FIQH (PRINCIPLES OF LAW)
MODULE 3.8
£320 TO VIEW & FOR CERTIFICATION
Subject: Hadith
Unit Title: Hadith Exegesis (Riyadh-us-Saliheen)
Duration/Lessons: +40h / +75 Lessons
Playback Type: PRE-RECORDED
Certificate: Yes
Sanad & Ijazah: Yes
Taught by: Shaykh Atabek Shukurov
Course Text: Usul ash Shashi
Text Author: Shaykh Nizam Ad-Din Ash-Shashi (D. 800AH)
About: The word usul is the plural of the word asl (meaning ‘principle’). In this regard, the usul is a framework of principles
formulised in order to understand the rulings derived from the shari’ah for our everyday lives. This is because of the fact that not
all specific rulings have been given in the Qur’an, nor have all secondary rulings been given in the hadith collections. Usul alShashi, was authored by either Nidham al Din ash-Shashi or Abu Ibrahim Ishaq ibn Ibrahim ash-Shashi, the exact author of
which is not known. The word Shashi is one of tashdeed, meaning it is a denotation of the geographical location from which the
author originates. This area of Shash is a region found in or around that of modern day Uzbekistan. The principles laid down in
this book are only to be derived by the mustambiteen from amongst the ulama. These being individuals that have mastered
the sciences through the correctness given to them by Allah, and derived from the following four sources:

ARABIC VOCAB L3
MODULE 3.9
£225 TO VIEW & FOR CERTIFICATION
Subject: Arabic
Unit Title: ArabiVocab L3
Duration/Lessons: TBC
Playback Type: LIVE (2020-21)
Certificate: Yes
Sanad & Ijazah: No
Taught by: Ustada Sonia
Course Text: Ash-Shifahiyyah
Text Author: Shaykh Ahmed Maqsoodi
About: The Arabic Language module is based on the study of a text by Shaykh Ahmed Maqsoodi known as Shifahiyyah. This text
covers a detailed study of Traditional Arabic (Fus'ha) vocabulary with particular focus on the Quranic and Hadith language style
and words. Students learn to construct basic equational sentences and progress quite rapidly and organically to descriptive verb
and noun sentences. The text has been studied by Shaykh Atabek himself in his classical Islamic studies during his early years in
Uzbekistan and was the foundation to the mastery of the langauge for him.

TAFSEER UL-QURAN (QURANIC EXEGESIS)
MODULE 3.10
£250 TO VIEW & FOR CERTIFICATION
Subject: Quranic Studies
Unit Title: Tafsser ul-Quran (Quranic Exegesis)
Duration/Lessons: TBC
layback Type: LIVE (2020)
Certificate: Yes
Sanad & Ijazah: No (unless specified by Teacher)
Taught by: Shaykh Atabek Shukurov
Course Text: Quran & Tafseer Nasafi
Text Author: Tafseer by Imam Nasafi
About: The Qur'an is the most important Scripture in Islam, but at the same time it is one the most misunderstood
books. This is why we have placed it into the 3rd year of the Alimiyyah (Scholarship) program. One is advised to have a
good ground knowledge in Arabic, Nahw, Sarf, Usul, Aqeedah and Fiqh before he/she decides to study the Tafseer of
Qur'an. One can also study the tafseer of the Qur'an (this module) as a beginner if they are studying it for barakah and
not make judgements or rulings from it. The Tafseer book taught (Tafseer Nasafi) is a Tafseer text not covered by many
institutes, and is unique to Maturidi College. The Shaykh will go through this unique Tafseer and enlighten students on
various interpretations of the verses being studied.
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Course Calendar - 2018-2019
The year calendar (for 2018-19 academic year) is shown below with the main dates highlighted
showing the key dates for those wanting to enrol on the 3 year program in 2018-19. Those
who are thinking to choose or have chosen the individual modules option, the key date for
you to note down is the exam dates, as these will be the dates you take your exams for
certification for all the modules you have chosen.
KEY
Course Start/End
dates
Live Session days
Holiday weeks
Exam Day
Assignment
Submission day
Exam Re-sit Day
Results Day

KEY DATES
Course Start/End dates - 23rd Oct 2018
Live Session days - Every Tuesdays (@6pm UK Time)
Exam Day - 30th July 2019
Exam Re-sit Day - 27th Aug 2019
Assignment Submission day - 6th Aug 2019
Results Day - 29th Sept 2019

SEMESTER 1: 23rd Oct - 16th Dec 2018
SEMESTER 2: 7th Jan - 24th March 2019
SEMESTER 3: 15th Apr - 16th July 2019
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(Advisory) Weekly Plan - Year 1 Scholarship
Those studying on the 3 year Scholarship (Alimiyyah) program will have to set some time aside
during the week to complete their course lessons on time for the exam. As a result, Maturidi
College has put an advisory weekly plan for the students to follow. Maturidi college has
calculated all the lesson hours together for all the modules for Year 1 and then divided them
for the 30+ weeks of college you will have.
(Please note: this is an advisory plan and some students will require more or less hours for
revision during the week. This is based on the average person).

*This is Maturidi College's Advisory Week Plan for those studying on the 3 year Scholarship
program.
If you follow this plan you are to finish the Subjects within 30 College weeks (see the calendar
to view holiday and College weeks). This will be in time for the exam and will spread the
lessons out appropriately.

Year 1 Course Lessons/Hours
The Total (approx) Course Lessons for Year 1 =
+274 Lessons
The Total (approx) Course lesson hours for Year 1
= +183 Hours.
PLEASE NOTE:
These calculations
are to the closest
hour. Please take
these as
approximations
and not exact
figures. These are
provided for you
to plan your year
more effectively.
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Certification / Isnaad (Sanad) & Ijazah
What is a Sanad?
Sanad and Isnād /Isnaad (Arabic:  )ﺳﻨﺪ أو إﺳﻨﺎدis a traditional method of certification used in
Islam throughout our 1400+ years of history. We have had this system of certification that predates many of the certifying systems in the world today. This ancient method uses a unique
method of Isnaad (Chain) where the learner can trace their educational lineage back to the
author of the book. For example, a Sanad for the Quran would be when a reciter or Hafiz
(Memoriser) of the Quran gives a 'chain' of authenticated narrators, each mentioned the one
from whom he learnt the Qur'an and authorized him to teach it, till mentioning the prophet
Muhammad.
A Sanad could be either verbatim (passed by memorising the sanad and passing it down
through speech) or it could be in a written format (teacher passes on a parchment or certificate
that contains the names in the sanad). Most recently, it is formerly written as a list or Shajarah
(Lineage Tree) and then once the seeker has qualified in the respective field it is then given by
the teacher who has taught the individual. This parchment will have the name of the seeker, the
signature of the teacher and the names of all the predecessor teachers throughout history who
have followed this same method till present. Many people narrate this chain or a part of this
chain when they are narrating a Hadith. For example, you will find in a hadith collection of
Muwatta where it may state "Imam Malik, heard from Nafi, who heard from Ibn Umar, who
heard from Umar, who heard the Prophet (saw) say....". This is an example of a sanad or chain
of transmission in a hadith going back to the Prophet (saw). Similarly when you achieve a sanad
from the Shaykh for the module texts you will study, the sanad will go back to the author of the
text.
This will authenticate you according to Islamic Tradition, that you have studied, understood,
assessed, certified and given ijazah (permission) to teach and narrate the text further.

Who is eligible to receive a Sanad?
The sanad system traditionally has been passed on from teacher to student, regardless if the
student is male or female. Meaning both males and females are eligible for a sanad. However,
in terms of age we say the person must be mature enough to understand the science or text
being taught. To make it easier to assess we say he/she should be at least 16+ years, however,
this is a guide age and each person will have a different level of intelligence and maturity.

Who is eligible to receive a Sanad?
Receiving a Sanad is just like any other process of receiving a certificate, however, in Islam
there are a few things you must consider or have advised to make sure the authenticity of Islam
or the book studied remains as pure as possible.
1. Firstly, Just like many of the principles of religion, you should first make a pure intention
that you are wanting to receive this sanad for the sake of Allah and his religion.
2. Secondly, you should question yourself and be sure you are certain you understand the text
being studied well enough to pass it on as a teacher of the text. Make sure to read over the
notes and revise before the exam so you are ready.
3. Then you will take the exam (pass mark with ijazah is usually 75%)
4. If you pass the exam (50%) you will receive a certificate only. If you pass with Ijazah (usually
75% unless stated otherwise), you will receive an Isnaad/Sanad to the book.
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5. You may choose to receive the Sanad
straight away or you can delay it so you can
receive the Sanad from the blessed hands of
the Shaykh at a later date (this may be at a
graduating ceremony)
6. Be aware! When you receive a sanad you
automatically agree to a spiritual contract of
trust that you make with the teacher and
author of the text (regardless if they are
living or have passed away). You agree to
pass on or teach the text without adding or
deleting anything from it. Remember
though, Islam is a religion that promotes
tolerance and open-mindedness, so when
teaching you may give your own or
another’s opinion on a matter, however, you
are advised to state: “this is my opinion” or
“this is not the opinion of the author” or
“this is the opinion of….” or the likes thereof.
If you decide to pursue this path of
knowledge, then we wish you all the very
best in obtaining your Isnaad certifications.
This is a huge responsibility of the ummah
so may Allah preserve you for preserving
the Islamic Sciences for the benefit of the
Ummah. Ameen!

Who will you receive your Sanad through?
You will receive your sanads through the CEO and Head Teacher of Maturidi College:
Shaykh Atabek Shukurov an-Nasafi. Shaykh Atabek has a wealth amount of knowledge and
isnaads in many texts, that he has obtained in his 30+ years of studies from around the
globe. He has travelled from Uzbekistan, Pakistan, Saudi Arabia, Yemen, Syria, Eygpt and even
Turkey from where he has sat in circles of knowledge and attended various institutes to
obtain knowledge, wisdom and many certifications (isnaads) from some of the greatest Ulama
of our time.
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Disclaimer: Maturidi College holds all rights to change and/or edit the contents of this prospectus, such as the modules, its content, the price of
the modules, the corresponding certificates etc at any time during the program. Please acknowledge this before signing up to the modules or the 3
year scholarship program. Note: This does not affect the people who have already signed up to the program for that particular year.
Copyright (c) 2018. Maturidi College. All Rights Reserved. This curriculum and program was constructed and designed by: Shaykh
Atabek Shukurov, CEO & Founder of Maturidi College.
The contents and design of this prospectus were edited, compiled and designed by Moneeb Minhas (Curriculum Officer of Maturidi
College)

"Many find only a mirage, when seeking water. Many attain mere copper whilst seeking gold. Many find only glass on their
quest for diamonds. So know that the best route for the destination is the route which has been tested and experienced by
authentic guides for thousands of years. We follow and teach the traditional way of classical Islam, following in the
footsteps of giants of sacred knowledge.
Maturidi family is a group of intellectuals from all over the world who are trying to connect the efforts of the thinkers of the
past with the scholars of the present to produce a beneficial fruits for the researchers of the future. We believe that the
technical language which was used by the classical scholars of the past made their works not accessible for the layman
who is looking for answers for his theological and philosophical questions. Our aim is to translate their work in to the
language which can be understood by ordinary seekers, so that everyone can benefit from very wealthy heritage. In order
to make this happen Maturidi Institute has created a panel of top scholars and academics from all over the world who are
coming from different faiths and backgrounds.
Theology never meant to cause frictions and problems in the life of humanity. There were many great theologians and
philosophers in the past who tried their best to find an answer to the questions which bothered the humanity for centuries.
The names of some of these theologians could be known but their works and fruits of their research may not be as known.
Maturidi Institute tries its best to revive these works and put them under the spotlight, hoping it will benefit the humanity in
the contemporary life when many people are looking for answers but only few are finding it."
-

Shaykh Atabek Shukurov

-
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